D. If there is a partition of D, {x
PROOF. Suppose there is a fixed point free extension of ƒ to a map g defined on T(D). Then find mutually disjoint (except for endpoints) arcs K v K 2 , . . . , K n in T(D) such that K t joins x^l to x t and T(K t U x^xj) H T(f(K { ) U ^1.) = 0. Then using the Tietze extension theorem, piece together a map g:
, contrary to the Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
THEOREM 2. There does not exist a homeomorphism of the plane into itself that leaves M invariant and has the property that small arcs that cut across the out channel have images that cut across the out channel further out and small arcs that cut across the in channel have images that cut across the in channel further in.
PROOF. Let D be a simple closed curve that is constructed using a small arc that cuts across the out channel A°, a small arc that cuts across the in channel A 1 , and parts of J x and J 2 . Let P be a very small arc in T(D) that has one endpoint on J 2 n D, separates M, and is such that neither P, h(P), or h(h(P)) intersects the out channel center line up until A° or the in channel center line up until A 1 . Let C x be the first component of h(P) -M that cuts across the in channel. Then /2"" 1 (C 1 ) is a component of P -M that cuts across the in channel before Cj does and no component of h(h(P)) -M cuts across the in channel before C x does. Notice that h(h(P)) is attached to J 2 so that, by the Jordan Curve Theorem, the out channel must pass through P on its way to h(h{P)). But before the out channel can pass through P it must pass through h(P), that is, after it has passed through h(h(P)), clearly an impossible situation.
For the remainder of this note we suppose that h is a homeomorphism of the plane into itself that leaves a continuum M invariant. We may assume, without loss of generality, that M is a minimal nonseparating invariant nondegenerate continuum.
Let 
